Architects' billings predict economy. – Planning problems in Australia relate to government commitment as much as sustainable development rules. – Where have all the tall buildings gone? Edifice envy in Chicago and high-rise dangers in Bangladesh. – Sustainable Development Bill. – The solution to the State’s planning and development problems is as much a sustainable government commitment as the Sustainable Development Bill. – The heart of the matter: ineffectual, ineffective and inadequate: As they stand today, the core of a high-rise building is in a contemptible state. A disaster is looming. People will die...therein lies the importance of the role of an Architect. – Barratt Developments blazes a trail in US brownfield regeneration: UK housebuilder wants half of its Californian operations to be in urban renewal sector by 2009. – Design teams come up with 22 ways to redo waterfront: “a once-in-a-century opportunity.” – Making their case: Two groups, two visions...in line to compete head-to-head for maybe the last available parcel on the Rose Kennedy Greenway. – Breaking the colour barrier: To the Los Angeles neighbourhood of West Adams, the South Seas House is more than a historic landmark - it is a symbol of hope. – Save modernist houses, Friends of Modern Architecture beg: Fear architecture hotbed may be lost - Henry B. Hoover, Walter Gropius; DOCOMOMO-US. – Conserving the old to mix it with the new...the past couple of years has seen a rise in both the demand and the availability of a recognised new category of architect - the conservation architect. – Architects’ Activities Could Predict Economy;...data on billings at architecture firms...is a strong predictor of future construction activity. By Alex Frangos - Wall Street Journal
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-- Nearing completion: Rem Koolhaas/OMA: Seattle Public Library
-- Exhibition installation: The Moderns, Pacific Design Center, West Hollywood
-- Symposium: Reimagining Grand Avenue, Los Angeles (Gehry, Hadid, Cobb, Daly, et al)
-- Zaha Hadid, Pritzker Prize 2004 Laureate (as everybody else but a little different)
-- Tadao Ando: International Library of Children's Literature, Tokyo
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